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COVID Era In the crisis, people turned to news
Online subscriber base doubled globally in the last three years

Source: INMA Subscription Benchmarking Service. Sample: 85 news brands internationally. Distribution value metric: median.  
Quarterly data for 1Q 2019-3Q 2021. Change indexed to 1Q 2019. Analysis: G. Piechota for INMA 2021
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COVID Era Who are the masters of scale?
Brands in Europe, with sizeable, established programs grew the fastest

Source: INMA Subscription Benchmarking Service. Sample: 85 news brands internationally. Distribution value metric: median.  
Quarterly data for 1Q 2019-3Q 2021. Change indexed to 1Q 2019. Analysis: G. Piechota for INMA 2021
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The journey to reader revenue
Business model innovation maturity

Analysis by G. Piechota 
for INMA 2021

Publishers try 
a new model

Launch a subscription as  
a minimum viable product 

The paywall often started 
as a marketing/tech project

1 Focus on getting  
a product-market fit

See the need to adjust 
content, product, marketing 

This requires adjusting 
resources, operating model

2 Publishers focus 
on scaling

New tech and data stack 

New talent and work methods 

Reinvention of a company
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Consumers fund news, media and internet
Business model trends

Consumers became the 
primary customers of 
news media worldwide
Breakdown of revenues of news 
media globally in 2011-2021,  
by business lines

Both consumers  
and media firms prefer 
subscriptions

Paid content brings  
a third of the internet & 
media industry’s rev

Breakdown of revenues from  
paid content globally in 2021*,  
by pricing models

Sources: News media revenues based on World Press Trends, WAN-IFRA 2015 i 2021; Revenues of internet and media industries include: 
websites and apps, newspapers, magazines, books, TV, cinema, radio, music and games. Data based on Activate Consulting 2021
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Pros and cons of media subscriptions
What makes this model attractive for news media outlets?

• Internet allows to cheaply reach new 
markets, e.g., geographical 

• Direct relationships allow data capture, 
knowing, serving customers better 

• Favourable demographics: people are 
better educated, live and work longer

Opportunities

• Proven revenue model, as consumer is 
a primary customer of media globally 

• Stable, predictable rev helps to invest 
in staff, product and stay independent 

• Recurring payments simplify life for 
customers and lower the cost of sales

Strengths
• Demand for news is cyclical, it requires 

promotion in the down times 
• Many members/ subscribers don’t use 

the product and are at risk of churning 
• Consumers expect experiences at the 

level provided by global media and tech

Weaknesses

• Amid political and societal crises many 
citizens feel helpless and avoid news 

• Rising competition for attention push  
up costs of acquiring and maintaining it 

• New digital property ownership models, 
e.g., blockchain, may negatively influence 
the shift from ownership to usage

Threats

Source: G. Piechota  
for INMA 2021



Questions?

greg.piechota@inma.org 

• Researcher-In-Residence, INMA

• Fmr Researcher, University of Oxford,  

Harvard Business School

• Co-Author with Thales Teixeira,  

“Unlocking the Customer Value Chain”, 2019

Consumers demonstrated 
willingness to pay for 
news amid the pandemic 

European, sizeable and 
established publishers 
grew the fastest 

Consumers fund most of 
news, media and internet  

Consumers and media 
firms prefer subscriptions 
for some good reasons
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